
Lake i'onLc\lD.rtrain Hurricane Protection Project 

Materials Preparatory to 7 July 1978 Meeting 
with Governor Edwards et al 

Q. 1 Is the Standard Project Hurricane too large of a storm to design 
against? 

A. 1 The Standard Project Hurricane (SPll) is a synthetic design storm 
developed by the National Weather Service. The SPH is a statis
tical compilation of many combined hurricane parameters or charac
teristics intended to synthetically simulate a natural' hurricane 
occurrance in this coastal region. The SFH is used not only for 
this particular project, but is used nationwide for all hurricane 
protection projects where project failure implies the possibility 
of loss of life. In the New Orleans area, where intensively 
developed residential areas may be as low as 8 feet below mean 
sea level, the potential for loss of life is indeed very great." 

/ Even though the economics of using a smaller design hurricane 
may be more feasible, the threat of loss of human life is a 
powerful argument for use of the SPH. 

Q. 2 What is the ~ffect of the Standard Proj~ct Hurricane on stages 
in Lake Pontchartrain on the west shore with and without the 
barriers in place? 

A. 2 Our mathemadcal model studies conducted during design of the 
barriers indicated that for the more frequent moderate hurri
canes, such as Hurricane Flossy in 1956, Hurricane Hilda in 1964, 
or Hurricane Carmen in 1974, ,Lake Pontchartrain would· be held 
to a flood level 4 to 5 feet lower with the barrier than with
out the barrier. For rare, more intensive hurricanes, such as 
Hurricane Betsy in 1965, which produced ftood stages ranging 
between 8 to 12 feet on the southwest shore of Lake Pontchar
train without the barriers, the barrier structures would have 
reduced these floo~ stages by 2 to 4 feet. The barrier plan 

.would improve drainage, reduce flood stages, and bring a high 
level of pcOtCCtiOl1 to developed areas around the lake sooner 
than <1 plon without barriers. 

Q. J 1sn 1 t the "higl!-·.l.evcl plon" i1 more economical and less environ
mentally damaging means of hurricane protection than the barrier 
plan? 

A. 3 On the surface, the high level plan is simple; just raise all of' 
the lokefront levees to a height that would prevent flooding in 
the developed areas. Detailed examination, however, reveals that 
such a plan has many serious drawbacks, including the following: 



111gh l('vel Jl'V(,lis would talw years longer t.o construct lWLilllfW 

of subshlence problems; they would be wider, thus requiring more 
rights-of-way; more rights-of-way would. result in displacement of 
more residences, businesses, etc. With higher lake levels, the 
operation of the interior draInage system would be severly hampered 
when most needed. The high level plan would offer no protection 
to less densely populated areas such as the north shore; lakefront 
levees would have to be 6 to·9 feet· higher than the present design 
grade, thus severely affecting the aesthetics and recreational value 
of the lakefront. Finally, the costs of the high level plan have 
been estimated to be substantially in excess of those for the 
barrier plan. 

Q. 4 Do you feel that a new study of the high level plan might produce 
new economic evidence regarding its cost? ~1Y? 

A. 4 The only complete cost estimate for the high level plan was made 
in the early 1960's during project ,formulation. At that time 
cost estimates in comparable detail were produced for both the 
high level and barrier plans. These' estimates showed the' high 
level plan to' be approximately 50 percent more cos tly· than the 
barrier plan and this fact con~ributed to the Corps of Engineers 
recommei1dation to Congress that the barrier plan be adopted. 

A more detailed estimate of the high level plan is presently being 
prepared~ It is possible that the economic evaluation of the 
alternatives -will change. However, at this til1)ewe have no·indi
cation as to what that change, if any, may be. 

Q. 5 What is the cost and benefit/cost ratio of the high level plan? 

A. 5 The project currently authorized comprises two separate and dis
tinct elements: the Lake Pontchartrain Barrier Plan and the 
Chalmette Area Plan. Since the cost of the latter would be the 
same for either the authorized plan or the high level plan, its 
cost will not be considered herein. 

The cost of tIle Lake PontchartrainBarrier Plan is now estimated 
at approxbuately $320 million. Since the cost was developed for 
the high level plan in 1962, the high level plan has been esti
nlLltec1 to cost approximately 1.5 times the barrier plan. Presently 
l:/taL: wOllld be [wlllC!L:I!Lng ,in excess of $1150 m.illion. WiLh equivalent 
benefits, the B/C ratio for the high level plan would be in 
roughly the same proportions as the costs, or about 11.5 as com
pared to 15.5 for th~ b~rrier plan. The cost and benefits of 
both plans \<lill be updated during the preparation of the new CIS 
ordered re~ently by ruling of the Unit~d States District Court, 
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Q. 6 \,Jl!at Level of protectlon (frcqlll'IlCY) \.JOlLLd be provided in Orleans 
Parish with. the presently planned hurric'ane project, less the 
barriers, completed? 

A. 6 The levees on the Orleans Parish lakefront,' if constructed to 
grades consistent with the existe~ce of the barrier, would, with-. 
out the barriers in place, overtop on the average of once every 
35 to 40 years. (Ad".I/'!, :3? ye"..-.. rj 

Q. 7 What would b~ the effect of that system being subjected to the 
design hurricane? Hhat would be the overtopp,ing height and approxi
ma'te vo.lume of water over the prote~tibn works and the ef{ects of 
such a volu.me in the protected area, and the likelil:lOod and effect 
of such an occurrence breaching the protection works; 

Ai 7 a. In the occurrence of the design (SPH) storm critical to south 
shor~, without the barriers in place, the lakefront'protection 
system would be subject to overtopping throughout its length. 
Along the lakefront itself, this overtopping would, where the 
protective system is made up of earth levees, take the form of 
wave overtopping. ~lere the protective system along the lakefront 
is floodwall, the still wa~er lak~ level would overtop the walls 
by about 1 foot. Along the outfall canals, the return levees 
would he overtopped by about 1 foot along half of their length. 
The consequences of such overtoping would depend upon whether or 
not the overtopping result~d in a crevasse or ge~eral failure of 
parts of the protective system. 

b. Assuming that the system overtops but remains essentially in
tact, flooding depths would range from about 1.5 feet to a maximum 
of 8 feet. Aboul: 65% of the approxim~tely 55,000 leveed acres of 
east bank Orleans Parish would experience some flooding. 

c. Tlte consequences of an occurrence' of the design storm with sOine 
major failure of the protective system would depend upon t~e nature 
and extent of that failure. If the failure were very large, say, 
10-15% of the system were to crevasse, flooding depths would range 
from a minimum of nbout 2 feet to over 12 feet. Ahout 80% of the 
55,000 leveed acres o.f east bank Orleans Parish would be affected. 

Q. 8 Carrying the pr.ior question a step furthel~, would such an effect 
be similar to, less severe, or more severe than what has h~ppened 
in a recent major hurricane? 

A. 8 The consequences as outlined previousl~ wouid be substantially 
more severe, in terms of areal extent, depth of overflow, and 
damage, than those of Hurricane Betsy in September 1965', 
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Q. 9 Do VoTe agr.ee with the Levee floarcl that floodwalls (vs higher 
levees) are unacceptable (because they're unsafe should a barge 
get loose and strike during a storm)? 

A. 9 Use of floodwalls in lieu of higher levees is justified only in 
certain special circumstances, generally a combination in wllich 
higher levee gr.::tc!es are practically unachievable by reason of 
massively encumbered rights-of-way, anc! the likelihood of collision 
damage is remote. Floodwalls are used in the Inner Harbor Navigation 
Canal area where both of the above described conditions 'obtain. 
They are not as desirable as levees there" but they are acceptable. 
I~ locations such as the lakefront, we believe that u'se of the 
simple_ sheet pile floodwall would be, irresponsible. In those 
locations, the exposure of the ~alls to wind-arid-wave driven 
errant marine craft is highly direct. While pile supported and 
buttressed walls could be designed to withstand heavy impacts, 
the costs would be several times the costs for the simple 
sheet pile ,<JaIl, which itself is twice the costs for a levee. 
Hith the abov.e qualifications we agree with the levee board that 
floodwalls are unacceptable. 

Q. 10 During t~stimony in Federal District Court a New Orleans District 
\<Jitness was asked what would be the effect in the New Orleans East 
area if the SPH critical t6 Lake Pontchartrain south shore occurred 
with levees to barrier grade in place but with nO,barriers. 

A. 10 Based on recollection of the witness and others present, the 
answer was approximately as follows; 

The levee would be subject to overtopping by waves. Assuming 
no crevasse, the volume of such overto'pping would be 16,000 acre
feet, resulting in an increase in the flooding depth caused by 
rainfall alone of 0.8 fobt. This, combined with the 0.8 foot 
depth generated by rainfall alone, would yield a total depth of 
about 1.6 feet. There would be essentially, no overtopping with 
the barrier. 

I\ddltLollal expli1l1ation, \vhich the court did not allow in the 
testimony, is essential to the proper undersbnding of the 
above reply. The question was directed .?_ol~rY at the New Orleans 
East nrl'n wI! iell is csscnUn Uy rJilt, thus millimJ,7.illg max.!.l11ul11 
dC[lLlI1> of f'Joouillg. The 8<.11ne sltuatiDn In the Citrus 11rC<1, for 
example, would cause much deeper flooding. Tn that area, where 
ground elevations range from -8 feet to +5 feet msl, f100ding 
depths of as much as 6 feet would result from the occurrence of 
the SPH critical to South Shore with levees at barrier grades but 

,no barrier in place.\Hth the barrier in' place, the hurricane over
flow would be essentially eliminated and flooding depths, resulting 
from rainfall only, reduced to about 2 fee,t. 



In the area of Orleans Parish between the Industrial Canal and 
Franklin Avenue,the same situation would result in flooding 
to maximum depths of 8 feet. With the. barrier completed, the 
depth of flooding, resulting from rainfall only, would be ~ 
2 feet. 

The situation would be similar in dthei parts of Orleans Parish 
and in Jefferson Parish. 

Q. 11 Do you_consider completion of the lev~e system without com
pletion of the barriers to be on balance, benefi~ial? 

A. 11 The Ne,v Orleans Hetropolitan Area is perhaps unique in its pau
city of escape routes. Past hurricanes have demonstrated that 
evacuation on a large scale·is not practicable. In this light, 
any increase in the levee protection must be regarded as an 
advantage in that, as a minimum, it would reduce the likelihood 
that the system would be overtopped, or, in the event that it 
were overtopped, would lessen the severity of flooding. 

Q. 12. \<lithout the barriers, what protection can be offered the north 
shore? 

A. 12 Under the barrier plan, the flood threat to the north shore is· 
reduced by reducing the stages in Lake Pontchartrain. In order 
to achieve comparable reduction in flood threat without the barriers, 
levees and/or flood~alls would be required on portions of ~h~ 
north shore. A favorable recommend·ation for protective works on 
the north shore would depend upon favorable economics and upon 
local interests desire for and ability to finance their portion. 
of such protection. 

Q. 13 Since you indicate that .continulng to raise the levees would 
be to the advantage of the metropolitan area, even if the bar
riers are not constructed, would you consider a plan providing 
a ·lesser degree of protection than envisioned by the barrier 
plan? 

A. 13 Corps, policy for flood protection projects in highly developed 
urban settings has always favored a level of protection whicll. 
would safely accommodate the standard' project hurricane. We 
consider this a sound policy and one .from which we would not 
easily depart. Your question presumably implies a situation in 
which the provision of SPH protection may, for one reason or 



.' 

another, be unattainable. Give.n the unique situation in the 
New Orleans me.tropolitan area~ T would not rule out a recom
mend~tion by the Corps to construct a project to a scale 
smaller than SPH protection. 

Q. 14 How would deletion of the barriers aff~ct the revised EIS which 
is presently under preparation? 

A. 14 The court ordered a revised EIS principally because it judged 
that the current EIS did not describe the barrier stiuctures 
which .the Corps actually proposed to build, that the alte~natives 
to the barrier were not adequately described and evaluated, and 
that the impact of the project on the productivity of surrounding 
wetlands and the impact of the b~rriers on the movement of 
aquatic organisms through the passes were np·t adequately addressed. 
Though deletion of the barriers would shif t the emphasis of the 
EIS, a revised or new EISwould still be required. 

Q. 15 Do you consider the assurances of local cooperation previously 
furnished to you by the Orleans Levee District and the Governor 
to have been abrogated by th,e recent public statements made by 
the Governor and Hr. Le Hieux? 

A. 15 We have not received any formal notification from either the 
Governor or Hr. Le Mieux of an attempt to withdraw the local 
cooperation pr~viously provided. We must, however, be concerned 
witil the st.alus of those asscrances, and the intent and ability 
of the assurers to perform. It~;i.d..e.uL that the recent 
public statements by Mr. Le ieux and Governor Edwards do ra'ise 
questions concerning the practical 'effectiveness of the assurances 
previ~led'J 

Q. 1.6 Gnll constrllction proceed on the levees portion of the project 
without local cooperation on the barrier portion of the projecl? 

A. 16 The construction of' the Lake Pontclmrtrain barrier plan WilS, like 
all Fct!erilJ l.y i;pollsored wa ter resource developmen t: proj ecls, 
conditioned by Congress on cerlain requirements of localcoopcrn
tion being met, and those requirements are stated with specific
ity in the project authorization. They do ·not permit construc
tion of any part of the project without all required local co
operation for the entire plan being made available. 
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(1. 17 

,A. 17 

Q. IS 

A.lS 

Q. 19 

A. 19 

DIY YC\U CU1Tently have any on-gu.Lllg cons true tio'n on the bilr rier 
plan? 

We are presently finalizing work on the N. O. East lakefront 
levee 3 Paris Road to South Point, wJlieh contract is approximately 
99 percent complete. The only other on-going work is the 
enviromnental restoration work at the Chef ~!enteur west levee 
Hhich is in compliance with the order'of the U. S. District 
CaurL 

Do you have any cons truc tion work on the barrier plan plannef Ec,Ll ut"A,r"" 
far th-e near future? \ NI \ fv1/"t'"",!' -{ 

.___ - ,-~ 8 \ 1 \ , i 

We have S construction items on t~~ barrier plan' cFieduled for .J'D 
award in the next 15 months. 

How would the Chalmette Area Plan be affected if support for 
the barriers is withdrawn? 

As an element of hurricane protection, the Chalmette Area Plan 
is totally independent of the barriers. It is a closed levee 
loop which provides protection against' the SPH. 

The. assl;rililces of local cooperation for the Chalmette Area 
Plan are separate and apart from those furnished for the 
Barrier Plan. The Orleans Levee District has assurred with
out reservation that portion of the Chalmette Plan which is 
located in Orleans Parish. The St. Bernard Parish Police 
Jury and the Lake 130rgne Basin Levee District have provided 
the assurances on the remainder of the plan. 

In summary, the Chalmette Are'a Plan would be unaffected by 
a withdrawal of local support for the barriers. 

Q. 20 How \vouJd flood protection at Ute Jefferson Pclrish lakefront 
pumping stations be affected by a high level plan? 

A. 20 1\.8 is the case with all of the lakeIront protection, the. pro
tection across the front of the pumping stations would have 
to be higher under the higb level plan than under the barrier 
plan. I\.t stations 2 and 3 where the protection has been installed 
to barri~r plan heights, the protection would have to be raised. 
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q. 21 What are lile l'rrl~t:t.8 of djl~ect r,lilliall I.Ind tributary fJow [rom 
streams on Lake Pontthartrain water levels under existing con
ditions? 

A. 21 Direct rainfall causes a rise in water level approximat~ly equal 
to the amount of rain falling on the lake surface. Tributary 
flow adds appr'oxima tely one- tenth of a foo t per day during normal 
rainfall periods at flood peak. A~ an example, alOO-year rain
fall event (13 inches in a' 2LI-hour period) occurring' over the Amite 
River Basin, the largest tributary to Lake Pontchartrain, would 
produce a peak discharge of 45,000 cfs into the lake. For ap
proximately two days duration this magnitude of discharge would 
raise Lakes Naurepas and Pontchartrain approximately 'two-tenths 
fbot per day and woul~ be swept out tci the Gulf with the ebb tide 
preventing accumu1ation in the lake. Travel time for the flood 
wave from the upper basin to the lake is 3 to 4 days. In t.he 
meantime the direct rainfall on the lake is swept out with the 
first and secolld ebb tides in a day and a half, again preventing 
the direct rainfall from accumulating with the flood wave. Such 
accumulation would raise the lake one and a half feet. However, 
if the 13-inch rainfall were produced by a low pressure system 
(tropi€al or extra-tropical) in the Gulf of Hexico, in all likeli
hood the gulf and Lake Borgne would be superelevated during the 
runoff period by strong southeast winds circulating about the low 
pressure system. A high gulf level would block the outflow of ' 
direct rainfall on Lake Pontchartiain ~nd the tributary flow, 
and cause inflow into Pontchartrain from Lake Borgne via the Chef 
Hentcur and Rigolets Passes. Such a combination of events as
sociated with extra tropical storms could cause a superelevation 
of Lake Pontchartrain 4 feet or higher above normal lake level, 
which equals i-foot above mean sea level. Superelevations due' 
to tidal action as high as '9 feet m.s.l. are possible with 
hurricanes. 

Q. 22 Under the Bnrrier Plan, what are the effects of direct rainfall, 
and tributary flows from streams on Lake Pontchart;rain water 
levels? 

11..22 Under the B;ln~icr 1'1i111, if l:lle rainfClll wc're i1ssocinted with i111 
extl:;)-I:ropi.c;ll slorlll there wouJd be 110 differcnce in Lake Pont
chartrain water levels from those d~scribed in the above response 
because the barrier structures would remain open dur:lng the rain
falJ. period. However, if the rainfall were associated with a 
hurrici1ne which ,threatened the }letropolitan New Orleans Area, the 
tidal barrier would close off the lake to inflo\vs from the Gulf 
of Mexico for a period of three days thus prev~nting a rise from 
tidal inflow. The direct rainfall p~us the tributary inflow 
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would ilCCtlllllli aLL' :i II I,;llw l'oIlLc!l;lrLraln dur.ing· t!lose Llll'Cl;' d;IYS 

but would not be adding elevation to tidal inflow because the 
barrier structures would be closed. T~e result is that Lake 
Pontchartroin would be held to a level near 2.0 feet above 
m.s.1. r,lther than 5.0 feet or greater. above m.$.l. The elimi
nation of the tidal inflow to Lake Pontchartrain from the Gulf 
of Mexico can maintain lake levels 3 to 5 feet lower than under 
existing conditions. Following th~ three-day closure during 
a hurricane, the barrIer structures would be reopened and lake· 
conditions ~ould return to normal. 

Q. 23 taking. into consideration the water levels due to rainfall 
effects and tidal inflo~ effects without and with the barrier 
structures as outlined in the.2 preceding questions; what 
additional effects are expected when hurricane force winds 
(winds in excess of 75 miles per hour) blow, over the super 
elevated lake surface? 

\ 

A. 23 Once the level of Lake Pontchartrain has been raised to 5 to 
~ feet above m.s.l., depending upon the intensity and forward 
speed of the hurricane itself, the st~ongwinds can blow the 
lake wijter level higher than 9 feet above m.s.l., as high as 
11 feet, against the windward shoreline. Such an elevation is 
of sufficient height to overtop existing protection works on the 
south shore of Lake Pontchartrain. However, with the barrier 
structures in place and closed during the hurricane, the water 
is still bJmvn about the shore.line but there is much less wate.r 
to be blown to\vard the windward' shore because the lake water 
leveJ, is only about 2 feet above m.s.1. instead of 5. to 9 feet' 
m: s.1. when the full force of the hurricane begins to be f el t. As 
a consequence, the water level of the lake at the windward shore 
will be 3 to 5 feet lower due to the barrier project and the 
project levees will not be overtopped. 
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Lake Pontchartrain Hurricane Protection Project 

(Additional Material for 7 July Meeting) 

Q. 24 In view of the fact that overtopping of the lakefront levees, 
if constructed to grades consistent with the bar~ier,'would, 
even if the barriers are not constructed, be limit.ed to waves, 
it is difficult to see why more than a minor increase in levee 
grades would be required to compensat~ for the absence of the 
barriers. 

A. 24 The ~oregoing question suggests (1) .that wave overtopping neces
sarilyinvolves minor volumes of water, and (2) ignores the phenom
enon in which waves in effect "climb" over an obstructi<;m. Let us 
deal with the significance of wave overtopping first, and the 
phenomenon itself second. 

For an occurrence of the SPH critical to the south shore, wave 
overtopping would produce an average rate of tidal inflow into 
protective areas of about 5 cubic feet per second for each foot 
of levee length. Between the Industrial Canal and Paris Road 
is a distance Of about 6 miles. Thus, in a single second, 
1S0,000 cubic feet of tidal water would enter the protected area. 
This rate of inflow is approximately 60 times the total installed 
pumping capacity of that protected ar~a. In the hurricane situation 
we are discussing, the pumping ~tations, already hard pressed 
to cope with the· excessive rainfall which invariably accompanies 
hurricaries, would experience a major reduttion in capacity by 
reason of the elevated lake stage. Also, the fore&oing overtopping 
rate assumes that the levee would overtop without crevassing; 
i.e., that its basic ~onfigurationwould be u~changed. It is 
most unlikely that this would occUP. It is much more likely that, 
over a significant portion of the levee length, the cross section 
would be much reduced by erosion, greatly increasing the influx of 
tidal floodwaters. 

A wave is water in motion. Since water h~s mass, when it is in 
motion it possesses kinetic energy. When the wave encounters 
an obstacle, this kinetic energy must be absorbed by the ob
stacle in some fashion. A major part of the absorption process 
takes the fonn of conversion of the kinetic energy to potential 
energy; i.e., the mass of the wave is raised from a lower 
to a higher elevation. If overtopping is to be prevented, the 
obstacle's height must be sufficient to cause all of the kinetic 
energy to be converted to potential energy. This involves 
increasing the height of the obstacle--in riur case, the levee--to 
a level much above the height of the. wave as it approches the 
obstacle. For example, a wave with a crest elevation of 16.5 
feet msl, approaching the Citrus lakefront levee with its crown 



· .' 
at 13.5 feet msl, will overtop thot levee by 4.3 feet, yielding 
an overtopping elevation of 17.8 feet msl. If the levee crown 
were raised in elevation to 17.8 feet msl--i.e., to a height 
equal to the overtopping height, it would still be overtopped 
by 1.2 feet. In order to eliminate all oVertopping, it would 
be necessary to raise ~he levee to 19.5 feet msl, or 3 feet 
above the crest of the approaching wave. 
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